I. INTRODUCTION
In today's world individuals and organization depend on cloud computing to store multimedia data. It makes easier for people to access or share a data over the internet [1] , [2] . As the fast growing multimedia or information technology the main issue faced by common people and organization is the storage of personnel data and valuable information. To an extend we can use these steps to protect our data and personal information by using data hiding. By using these steps we can keep our personal data safe from attack. There are usually two methods: data hiding and encryption to protect data content from attacks. Data hiding is the method used for hiding secret data by transferring them into audio, video, image or text file [2] , [3] . Steganography is the most important data hiding technique. The word Steganography is derived from two Greek word namely stego, grafia which means to "cover" and "writing" respectively. Thus it called covered writing or hidden writing. Steganography is the method used for hiding secret data by transferring them into audio, video, image or text file. It is one of the method used by the employee to protect secret or sensitive data from the hacker. As a main image steganography means the process of hiding data within an image file. The image which is selected for this purpose is called the cover image. And the image after obtaining steganography is called stego-image. Steganography is used in the position where cryptography is not allowed to process or to be used. Steganography used instead of cryptography. Steganography and cryptography are both with almost same uses. So both can be combined together and can be used for providing higher level security. The process of embedding watermark signal into multimedia data is known as watermarking. This water marked object provide high authenticity and robustness for owners confidential information [9] , [23] . Watermarking also provides copyright protection and tracking legitimate use of specific software. The goal of the Steganography is maximized the embedding capacity and minimizing the identification or reorganization of secret information [15] . The process of hidden secret information from stego is known as the steganalysis. Major Steganalysis types are visual analysis and statistical analysis. Visual analysis means identification of secret data with human eyes. Statistical analysis means identifying the variations in the statistical properties of stego object [1] , [7] . Steganography is widely used in the area of network, controlling the copyright, image, bank card and search engine. Presently is also used by medical science and DNA research studies [17] .
II. STEGANOGRAPHY SYSTEM Figure 1 shows a simple process of the encoding and decoding process in steganography. The stego information is produced when a secret data is hided inside a cover medium [14] , [11] . For hiding information, the first step to do is to pass both the secret message and the cover image into encoder. One or more than one protocol will be implemented to embed the secret data to cover medium. Message detection can be done within cover media. And that process is known as steganalysis. The first step in embedding and concealing data is to pass each the key message and there for the message into the encoder. Inside the encoder, one or more protocols are going to be enforced to infix the key information into the duvet message. Comparison with cover medium, histogram plotting or by noise detection makes steganalysis easier.
There are many different rules and regulations and technique of embedding. That helps us to hide data in given object. However all the rules technique must satisfy some numbers of requirements so that steganography can be applied correctly [18] , [4] .
The following are the list of main requirements for the steganography must satisfy:
 The integrity of the concealed data after it has been embedded inside the stego object must be correct.
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Anu Sara Alexander, and L. C. Manikandan  The stego object must remain unchanged to the human naked eye.  In watermarking, modifications in the stego object must have no effect on the watermark.  We always assume that the attacker knows that there is concealed data inside the stego object. An important objective for steganography algorithm is capacity, undetectibility and robustness [19] , [4] .
 Capacity: The amount of data to be embedded into and retrieved from cover medium.  Indefectibility: There is no visual difference between stego object (secret data + cover medium) and cover object.  Robustness: Stego system is said to be robust if it undergoes any attacks and it undergoes any type of changes like scaling, compression, rotation and filtering etc.  Security: Security depends on the information about the secret key and embedded algorithm.
III. TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHY

A. Image Steganography
As a main image steganography means the process of hiding data within an image file. The image which is selected for this purpose is called the cover image. And the image after obtaining image Steganography is called stego image. Figure 2 shows the process of image steganography. Image steganography is embedded by altering the values of some pixels which are selected by an encryption algorithm. In order to extract the message, the recipient must be well aware of some algorithm. Data hiding in moving image imposes certain challenges to manage up with human visual system(HVS). Moving image further subject to various operation like ranging from simple to direct transformations like compression, filtering and cropping etc. [5] .
B. Text Steganography
It is a sub division of steganography that hides the message behind other cover text file. It is earliest and one of the most difficult type of Steganography method. It is the process of concealing confidential text inside natural language [22] . Figure 3 shows the process of text steganography. In figure 3 , a secret message is being embedded inside a cover text to produce the stego text using data embedding algorithm or data hiding process. When stego object is produced then, it will be send via some public communications channel to receiver side. The extracting process is simply the reverse of the embedding procedure. The receiver must decode the stego object to view the secret message by applying a recovering algorithm/technique.
Basically there are three methods for concealing text in an image. First is encryption, the information which are encrypted are not understandable by third party. The data can be decrypted by the receiver and transmitter with use of common key [8] , [10] . The operation encryption and decryption are performed by algorithm in digital territory and occasionally each can realize confidential data by depending up on the level of algorithm's security. Steganography is the second method in which information remains secret and also the growth of confidential connection is hidden. The third method is known as water marking. Suppose the legal owner of photo implant or joins the series of the message in an image, when the image is stolen and put in the website, the legal owner can provide this personal details before the court as the evidences of the ownership. Such way of hiding the data is known as water marking [6] .
C. Audio Steganography
Audio steganography could be a technique wont to transmit hidden data by modifying associate nursing audio signal in associate nursing unhearable manner. It is the science of concealment some secret text or audio data in a very host message. Audio steganography is the process of embeds the data into a cover audio file at the range range out of human hearing. Widely used technique for this type of steganography is least significant bit (LSB) coding [5] . Figure 4 shows the process of audio steganography. In figure 4 , receive the audio file and convert it into bit pattern. Each character in the message is converted into bit pattern. Check which LSB to replace by RC4 algorithm. Replace the LSB bit from audio with LSB bit from characters in the message.
D. Video Steganography
Video steganography is considered as a method of hiding confidential information and secret communication of the most significant problems occurred on the authentic and confidential data transmission in the electronic era. Figure 5 shows the process of video steganography. In figure 5 , a secret message is being implanted or concealed inside a digital video to produce the stego video using data embedding technique. When stego object is produced then, it will be send via some public communications channel to receiver side. The extracting process is simply the reverse of the embedding process. The receiver should rewrite the stego object to look at the key information by applying associate in nursing extracting algorithm/technique.
The data are implanted in the video file with the help of least significant algorithm (LSB). The advantages of the LSB are low complexity and high watermark bit rate. In this method the LSB bit of the carrier files are change with the use of secret message bits [13] . Each pixel contains three bits of secret information it. The 24 bit colour and 21 bit colour cannot be easily identified with human naked eye. By using LSB there will be slight colour change in the video image. The difference cannot be identified easily with a human naked eye [12] .
Least significant bit coding (LSB): It was the one of the earliest technique studies in the information for hiding of digital audio files, as well as other media type. In LSB binary sequence of each sample of digitized audio files are replaced in the form of binary equivalent as of secret messages. For example, if we want to hide the letter A its binary equivalent as 1000001 into a digitized audio file is represented in 16 bits and LSB of 7 consecutive samples each having 16-bit size were replaced with each bit of binary equivalent of the letter A. LSB Advantages: It allow a large amount of data hide with as audio file [16] .
1) Algorithm of Embedding
Step 1: Video object file as input.
Step 2: Read given message of the video.
Step 3: convert the video into frames.
Step 4: Find out LSB bits of the cover frame.
Step 5: Get the position for embedding secret message exploitation operate given.
Step 6: Reconstruct video frames.
2) Algorithm of Extracting
Step 1: Stego video file as input.
Step 2: Read given message from the stego video.
Step 3: Covert the video into frames.
Step 4: Find out LSB bits of the stego frame.
Step 5: Get the position of embedded bits of the key message exploitation operate given Step6: Reconstruct video frames
E. Protocol Steganography
In concern to hiding information protocol used in transmission over a network controls its unused or optional fields of networks [4] , [20] . There exist convert channels in the layers of the OSI network model where Steganography can be used. In the header of TCP/IP packet information can also be hidden in some fields that are either optional or are never used [4] [24] . Human being read some field rarely and these field serve as an ideal place for hiding data is an advantage of hiding information in header [4] , [21] .
IV. CONCLUSION
Steganography is a most important data hiding technique by concealing secret message into a non-destructive cover media. In Steganography, the confidential information is embedded inside the unsure piece of data and send from sender to receiver by hiding all existence connection between them. In this paper different categories of steganography and its processing procedures are discussed.
